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Section A
Answer a!! Questions (1 marks each)

L. lf U1(t,t6) and Us(t,t6) denotes the time evolution operator in the interaction.picture and the
schrodinger picture respectively then
(a) (nl[rr(t,to)lt) = (nlus(t,t')li) tu) l(nlur(t,,t0)li)12 =l(nlusQ,to)lt)l
(c) l(nlUr(t,to)lil12 =l(nlUs(t,,ts)lt)12 (o) l(nlUs(t,tl)lilf =l@lUr(r, r0)li)l)

2. lf the state ket in the sch rod inger pictu re is given by lc, to; t) , then the state ket in the
interaction picture is

(a) la, tojt), (b) la, ts;t),e-iHotlh
(c) la, ts;t),siHotlh (d) lo,to;t),eiru1n

3. tr/s and E denotes the potential and the energy of the incident particles, then Born
approximation is valid only when

t,) f<1 (b) #<1
t.) *>1 (d).4-o

4. a isthe Pauli matrixthen gspi'n which isthe interaction hamiltonian forthe electron spin with
the applied magnetic field B is :

(a')(eh/2mcl6.E 'blkh/z^dd x E
(c)(-ehl2mcl6-E (d) (- eh/2mcld x E

5. The generalized momentum p; conjugate to the generalized coordinate qi is

b)# bt{
@# @\#

(1x5=5)

Section B
Answer any 7 (2 marks each)

6. Distinguish between stimulated emission and spontaneous emission.

7. Sate Fermis golden rule.

8. Explain electric dipole approximation in time dependent perturnation theory.

9. Explain hard sphere scattering.

L0. Define differential scattering cross section and total scattering cross section.

L1.. Explain Ramsauer - Townsend effect.

L2. Write down the Dirac matrices.
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1,4. What is the need for quantum field theory?

15. Write the classical lagranges equation of motion and explain it.

(2x7 = 74l'

Section C

Answer any 4 (5 marks each)

16. Derive the differential cross section for photoelectric effect.

17. ln the case of Harmonic perturbation, show that the transition rate for a transitiori from the
ground state l9) to the excited state le) is same as that from le) to lg).

18. Discuss S wave scattering in the case of a hard sphere and arrive at the S-wave total cross
section.

19. Deduce Klein Gordon wave equation for a free particle.

20. For a Dirac particle moving in a central potential show that the orbital angular momentum is

not a constant of motion.

2L. Discuss canonical quantisation procedure.

(5 x4=20)

Section D

Answer any 3 (12 marks each)

22.L. ln the interaction picture derrive the basic coupled differential equation and solve it in the
case of a two state problem with the unperturbed Hamiltonian(f10 ) and the perturbing
potential (v(t)) given by
Ho: Erll)(l| + E^2)(21 with E2 ) E1
V(t) : lei,tl 1) (21 + Je-iwt l2) (11

respectively. Also explain the results.

OR

2. Explain the interaction of an atom with electromagnetic field using time dependent
perturbation theory. 

^23.1. Obtain Rutherford scattering formula by applying first Born approximation.
OR

2. Describe the s wave scattering by a rectangular potential.

24.1,. Discuss the relativistic covarience of Dirac equation. Show that spin angular momentum emerge as a

natural consequence of angular momentum conservation in quantum mechanism.

OR

2. (a) Derive the Hamiltonian form of the equations of motion (b) Derive the Lagrangian form of
the equations of motion.

(12x3=36)


